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04 July
The Canadian dollar posted its longest rally since February as 
commodities bounced on expectations central banks will keep the 
stimulus flowing following Britain’s Brexit vote.

Lawmakers jockeying to replace Prime Minister David Cameron as 
leader of the Conservative Party have split over the status of European 
Union citizens after Britain leaves the bloc.

Japan Inc. is already counting the cost of Brexit. The yen’s extended 
surge after U.K.’s decision to exit the EU has turned the outlook for a 
gain in annual profit to the first decline in four years.

Food prices will stagnate over the next decade as the population 
growth rate declines and income expansion in emerging economies 
slows.

05 July
Risk aversion took hold in markets once again, torpedoing Asian 
equities, the pound and high-yielding currencies amid concern over 
the impact of a potential European slowdown. The yen jumped with 
gold as government bond yields slid.

Britain’s vote to exit the European Union may have thrown a lifeline to 
emerging-market companies facing an $800 billion wall of maturing 
debt.

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco President John Williams said 
Britain’s vote to exit the European Union probably won’t derail the U.S. 
economy, leaving the Fed scope to raise interest rates this year if his 
growth and inflation expectations are met.

South Korea’s won fell for a second day after leading a post-Brexit rally 
in Asia last week as risk appetite waned across the region.

07 July
Prime Minister David Cameron heads to his first post-Brexit NATO 
summit pledging thousands of troops and arguing that Britain is still 
relevant to its continental allies even as it prepares to extricate itself 
from its 43-year membership in the European Union.

Boeing Co.’s historic agreement to provide 109 aircraft to Iran’s 
national airline is coming under increasing pressure from lawmakers 
in Washington.

Former Rabobank Groep trader Paul Thompson admitted to conspiring 
with colleagues to manipulate benchmark interest rates to give them 
a trading advantage, becoming the sixth banker from the Dutch 
lender to be convicted in the global scandal.

Asian stocks dropped and Malaysia’s ringgit weakened as oil traded 
below $46 a barrel following U.S. supplies data. The dollar fell against 
most of its G-10 peers before an American employment report.

08 July
Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne heads to Wall Street on 
Monday aiming to shore up investor confidence in the U.K.’s economy 
and financial markets roiled by the vote to quit the European Union.

Over nearly 45 years, the oil tanks at Milford Haven on the U.K. west 
coast have stored dozens of crude varieties: from North Sea Brent to 
Nigeria’s Bonny Light and almost everything in between. Now, for the 
first time, they are holding U.S. crude too.

Japan’s Line Corp. set the price of its initial public offering at the top 
of the targeted range and will exercise an option to sell more stock as 
investors shrug off market volatility caused by the Brexit decision.

Standard Chartered Plc started its first brokerage business in Japan 
with 100 employees as institutional investors in the country seek 
products from emerging markets in Asia, the Middle East and Africa 
for better returns.

06 July
Talks between Italy and the European Commission to recapitalize 
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena SpA and other banks are stuck 
on whether creditors should face losses if taxpayer funds are used, 
according to people familiar with the discussions.

U.S. stocks may have rebounded from the U.K. referendum, but that 
doesn’t make them any more of a buy than they were before they 
sold off.

The yen strengthened for a third day and gold extended gains near a 
two-year high as the fallout from Britain’s vote to leave the European 
Union spurred demand for haven assets. Australia’s dollar weakened 
after S&P Global Ratings cut the outlook on the nation’s AAA debt 
rating.

The last time China’s currency was sinking this fast, investors around 
the world responded by fleeing riskier assets. Now, they’re taking the 
declines in stride.
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